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(54) Method for processing a plurality of data and switching device for switching communication 
packets

(57) The invention concerns a method of processing
a plurality of data packets in a packet switched commu-
nication network comprising at least one switching device
(1) as well as a corresponding switching device. The
switching device (1) comprises two or more sub-engines
(21,..., 29). A control unit (7) of the at least one switching
device (1) receives a data packet comprising a header
(10) of a communication packet exchanged via the com-
munication network. The control unit (7) applies at least
one filter operation (50) to the header (10) and generating
thereby filtered information (100). The control unit (7)
maps the filtered information (100) on a hash-tag (30)
according to a hash-function (300). The control unit (7)
provides a tagged-header (11) by means of inserting the
hash-tag (30) in the header (10) of the data packet. The
control unit (7) sends the data packet to a sub-engine
(24) of the two or more sub-engines (21,..., 29) according
to the tagged-header (11) for further processing of the
data packet.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to method for
processing a plurality of data packets in a packet
switched communication network as well as a corre-
sponding switching device.
[0002] Nowadays, the data packets and/or communi-
cation packets associated with packet switched commu-
nication services are rapidly increasing in number. Con-
sequently, the load on packet switched communication
networks is increasing in a similar manner. Furthermore,
the fraction of the data packets associated with real time
services supported by the packet switched communica-
tion network is also increasing. The real-time service, like
Voice over IP service, Video Conferencing services, Mul-
ti-user online gaming services, etc., are time critical serv-
ices which require an ordered and a rapid transmission
and arrival of the data packets associated with the real
time service (IP = Internet Protocol). However, switching
devices like switches, bridges, routers, gateways, etc.,
support the packet switched communication network in
routing data packets which belong together from a source
node to a destination node. The source and destination
node belong to the packet switched communication net-
work. Thereby, the load of the switching devices may
increase overproportional. As a further problem, the QoS
of packet based real-time services may decrease (QoS
= Quality of Service).
[0003] Thus, an object of the present invention is to
provide an improved method for processing a plurality of
data packets in a packet switched communication net-
work. It is further an object of the present invention to
provide an improved switching device for switching com-
munication packets in a packet switched communication
network.
[0004] The object of the present invention is achieved
by a method for processing a plurality of data packets in
a packet switched communication network comprising at
least one switching device, wherein a control unit of the
at least one switching device receives a data packet com-
prising a header of a communication packet exchanged
via the communication network, the control unit applies
at least one filter operation to the header and generates
thereby filtered information, the control unit maps the fil-
tered information on a hash-tag according to a hash-func-
tion, the control unit provides a tagged-header by means
of inserting the hash-tag in the header of the data packet,
and the control unit sends the data packet to a sub-engine
of two or more sub-engines of the switching device ac-
cording to the tagged-header for further processing of
the data packet. The object of the present invention is
also achieved by a switching device for switching com-
munication packets in a packet switched communication
network, wherein the switching device comprises two or
more sub-engines and a control unit, wherein the control
unit is adapted to receive a data packet comprising a
header of one of the communication packets exchanged
via the communication network, apply at least one filter

operation to the header and generate thereby filtered in-
formation, map the filtered information on a hash-tag ac-
cording to a hash-function, provide a tagged-header by
means of inserting the hash-tag in the header of the data
packet, and send the data packet to a sub-engine of the
two or more sub-engines according to the tagged-header
for further processing of the data packet.
[0005] The wording communication packet may be
used synonymously instead of the wording data packet.
However, in general, a communication packet may be a
data packet of a communication service associated with
the data packet.
[0006] By means of the present invention it is possible
to send data packets to a sub-engine for further process-
ing without explicit or without complete knowledge, i.e.
with incomplete knowledge, of the content of the data
packet and/or a data traffic flows associated with the data
packet. The data traffic flow associated with the data
packet can be specified by a five-tuple comprising or-
dered elements, wherein the elements are an IP source
address, an IP destination address, an IP source port,
an IP destination port, and a type of transport protocol in
serial arrangement. In particular, it is possible that this
incomplete knowledge of the content of the data packet
and/or a data traffic flows associated with the data packet
does not comprise any address information, e.g. IP
source address or IP destination address, protocol iden-
tifiers, or other IP address related information, like source
or destination ports. The hash-tag, i.e. the hash-value,
corresponding to the filtered information mapped by
hash-function can be or is similar to a pseudo random
number which is used as an identifier or label indicating
the sub-engine for the further processing. Data packets
associated with the same hash-tag can be sent to the
same sub-engine for the further processing. Thereby,
embodiments of the present invention provide a simple
routing of data packets to a sub-engine for the further
processing of the data packet, e.g. switching and/or rout-
ing the data packet according to its header and/or its
content. Consequently, embodiments of the present in-
vention provide the switching of the plurality of data pack-
ets separated in basically two steps: In a first step and
in a simple manner, i.e. in a numerically and computa-
tionally fast manner, possibly without any evaluation in-
volved, a hash-tag is provided which indicates which sub-
engine performs the switching of the data packet in the
second step. In particular, embodiments of the present
invention can be unaware of a state of the data packet,
a signaling and/or a protocol associated with the data
packet, an addressing associated with the data packet
and/or a data traffic flow associated with the data packet
during said first step.
[0007] Typically, the two or more sub-engines can be
a central processing unit with one or more processing
cores, like a rack-mounted processing node, of a parallel
processing computer and/or of network computing clus-
ter. It is also possible the sub-engine is a processing unit
of a massive parallel processing architecture. For in-
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stance, a massive parallel processing architecture is a
massive parallel processor, a massive parallel computer
and/or a parallel computing cluster with at least 100
processing cores and/or processing nodes, preferably
128 to 1048576 processing cores and/or processing
nodes, respectively. It is possible to address upto
1048576 processing cores and/or processing nodes by
means of the 20 bits of an MPLS tag (MLPS = Multipro-
tocol Label Switching), wherein in such a case the 20 bits
correspond to 220 = 1048576 different addresses. Sub-
engines can be connected to a data base comprising
data associated with the hash-tag and/or the data packet
for the further processing of the data packets. Since em-
bodiments according to the present invention may sent
data packets associated and/or labeled with the same
hash-tag to the same sub-engine, the sub-engine rarely
updates the data associated with the hash-tag and/or the
data packet or data packets processed. Thereby, the da-
ta base is rarely accessed, preferably only one time ac-
cessed, to update, preferably provide, the data associ-
ated with the hash-tag and/or the data packet or data
packets processed. Consequently, embodiments of the
present invention provide an enhanced scalability con-
cerning the number of the two or more sub-engines.
[0008] Thereby, embodiments of the present invention
can provide an improved scalability where high volume
traffic, i.e. data traffic flow, has to be handled and scal-
ability concerns hinder the growth of the system or the
introduction of new features, like data traffic flow aware-
ness.
[0009] Embodiments of the present invention can pro-
vide that the complexity and the load on an individual
processing core, e.g. in a massive parallel processing
architecture, is limited to the fraction given by the total
number of processing cores available after hashing
and/or switching. In particular, embodiments of the
present invention can be used for a pure load distribution,
for a protocol agnostic distribution of load and complexity,
allowing stateful behavior of individual data traffic flows,
and/or for a load, complexity and reduction of functional
range of a sub-engine.
[0010] In case, that an embodiment of the present in-
vention is used for a load, complexity and reduction of
functional range of a sub-engine, such a usage can be
achieved by cascading the embodiment in two or more
steps: The first step generates a hash-distribution, using
information elements of packet headers relevant to de-
rive the various functions. A hash-function may be a dis-
tribution generated by a hash-function or may be a spe-
cial hash-function. A subsequent step maintains scala-
bility by distributing the flows belonging to a group of func-
tions to various sub-engines. Such a usage is important
for application enablement to provide network gears with
a future safe architecture, because of the special treat-
ment of data traffic flows which can be dispatched to ded-
icated sub-engines only by knowing "where" - in the head-
er structures - the key information is, before the "what"
is defined and/or determined.

[0011] It may be understood that the wording hash-
function in connection with the present invention can be
used as a function in a generalized meaning. Preferably,
the hash-function maps surjectively one or more one-
dimensional or multi-dimensional values to or onto, re-
spectively a set of hash-values. The one or more one-
dimensional or multi-dimensional values may also be
called input values of the hash-function. The hash-func-
tion maps a given input value to an output value which
is a hash-value being an element of the set of hash-val-
ues. The wording hash-tag may be used for the output
value of the hash-function. Furthermore, the cardinality
of the set of input values is at least as great as the car-
dinality of the set hash-values or the set of output values.
[0012] It is possible that the control unit is a sub-engine
of the two or more sub-engines.
[0013] Embodiments of the switching device according
to the present invention comprise preferably switches,
bridges, routers, gateways, core and/or edge devices,
etc..
[0014] Further advantages are achieved by embodi-
ments of the present invention indicated by dependent
claims.
[0015] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention at least one filter operation for filtering information
from the header can be provided. Preferably, the control
unit provides the at least one filter operation for filtering
information from the header. The at least one filter oper-
ation filters-out an identifier. The identifier indicates an
association of the data packet to a data traffic flow of one
or more data traffic flows associated with the plurality of
data packets. The hash-function maps the filtered infor-
mation comprising said identifier to a, preferably natural,
number k. It is possible that the control unit provides
and/or performs the hash-function for mapping the fil-
tered information. The number k is an element of the
interval [m,..., M] of natural numbers. The natural number
m is a minimum value. Preferably, the minimum value m
= 1. M is a maximum value with M < N or M = N. N is the
number of the two or more sub-engines. In particular, it
is possible that the minimum number m and the maximum
number M are the minimum number and the maximum
of the numbers in the interval [m,..., M]. Preferably, the
cardinality of the interval [m,..., M] is larger than or equal
to the number of one or more data traffic flows in order
to send data packets associated with a different data traf-
fic flows of the plurality of data packets to different sub-
engines of the two or more sub-engines in accordance
with the tagged-header.
[0016] In particular, it is possible that the two or more
sub-engines are numbered, indexed and/or labeled, pref-
erably starting form the number 1 and ending with the
number N which is the number of the two or more sub-
engines. Thereby, the hash-tag comprising the number
k can be used as information to which sub-engine the
data packet has to be sent for the further processing. The
number k is generated by the hash-function for mapping
the filtered information. It is possible that the number,
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index and/or label, respectively corresponds to an ad-
dress which is a MPLS tag or a VLAN tag (VLAN = Virtual
Local Area Network). The hash-tag can be used as MPLS
tag or VLAN tag.
[0017] Preferably, data packets of the plurality of data
packets are assigned to one or more data traffic flows.
The control unit can send data packets associated with
the same data traffic flow of the one or more data traffic
flows to the same sub-engine of the two or more sub-
engines in accordance with the tagged-header for the
further processing of the data packet associated with the
same data traffic flow. The at least one filter operation is
generated, preferably by the control unit, for filtering in-
formation from the header. The at least one filter opera-
tion may be adapted to filter an identifier indicating an
association of the data packet to data traffic flow of the
one or more data traffic flows.
[0018] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the sub-engine receives the data packet from the
control unit for the further processing of the received data
packet. The sub-engine accesses a data base holding
data associated with the received data packet and/or the
hash-tag for the further processing of the received data
packet in case a memory of the sub-engine is not holding
the data associated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag. The sub-engine processes the received
data packet by using the header, the data associated
with the received data packet and/or the hash-tag, and/or
a payload of the received data packet.
[0019] It is possible that the sub-engine accesses the
data base holding the data associated with the received
data packet and/or the hash-tag for acquiring data nec-
essary for the processing the received data packet. Pref-
erably, the sub-engine accesses the data base only the
first time or each time when the sub-engine processes
or further processes the received data packet associated
with the hash-tag. In case, that the data base is accessed
only the first time a network load and/or a load on the
data base can be reduced while at the same time a scal-
ability with the number of the sub-engines of the switching
device is improved.
[0020] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the sub-engine receives the data packet from the
control unit for the further processing of the received data
packet. The sub-engine extracts from the tagged-header
the hash-tag. The sub-engine processes the received
data packet if the hash-tag indicates that the sub-engine
is designated for the further processing of the received
data packet. Preferably, the hash-tag indicates that the
sub-engine is designated for the further processing of
the received data packet by a numerical number. It is
possible that the numerical number is smaller than or
equal to the number of the two or more sub-engines.
[0021] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the filtered information comprises one or more
information elements selected from the group Internet
Protocol source address, Internet Protocol destination
address, Internet Protocol source port, Internet Protocol

destination port, type of transport protocol, and Type of
Service Bits. It is also possible, that the filtered informa-
tion is arranged in a five-tuple comprising an Internet Pro-
tocol source address, an Internet Protocol destination
address, an Internet Protocol source port, an Internet
Protocol destination port, and a Type of Service Bits.
[0022] Preferably, Type of Service Bits comprise eight
bits in the IP header. The Type of Service Bits can be
divided into one or more sub-fields. These sub-fields can
provide one or more information elements of the group
of precedence bits, a request low delay bit, a request
high throughput bit, a request high reliability bit, a re-
quests low cost bit and/or Explicit Congestion Notification
bits. The precedence bits can be set to routine, priority,
immediate, flash, flash override, critical, internetwork
control, or network control. However, it is also possible
that first six of the eight bits are a DSCP (DSCP = Differ-
ential Service Code Point). The Type of Service Bits can
be used to identify types of service classes to which the
data packet can be assigned to.
[0023] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the hash-function comprises a modulo-p func-
tion. The number p is a number with p < N or p = N and
wherein N is the number of the two or more sub-engines.
The number p can be a prime number. It is also possible,
that the number p is not a prime number. Preferably, the
number p is the next smaller prime number to N. If a
number p is used which is the next smaller prime number
to N, then a processing load can be optimally distributed
between the two or more sub-engines. It is possible, if p
< N then one or more, preferably N - p, sub-engines do
not further process the data packet. Preferably, in cases
where p > N then one or more, preferably p - N, sub-
engines further process data packets associated with two
or more hash-tags.
[0024] It is also possible, that the hash-function is a
function comprising a polynomial division. The hash-
function is adapted to the size of the filtered information,
in particular its bit-length. The hash-function can be CRC-
function (CRC = Cyclical Redundancy Check). Prefera-
bly, a type of the CRC-function is depending on the size
of the filtered information, in particular its bit-length. The
CRC-function can be implemented by software means
or by hardware means. In particular, the CRC-function
is preferred to calculate the hash-tag for big filter results
of the filter operation in fast hardware solutions.
[0025] Furthermore, it is possible that the modulo-p
function is a, preferably mathematical, function which re-
turns as result the remainder of the integer division of an
integer number divided by the number p. The modulo-p
function can map any integer number j to a number k of
the interval [0,..., p-1]. In such a case the modulo-p func-
tion can be denoted by mod(j, p), wherein the result or
return value is given by mod(j, p) = k and the cardinality
of the interval [0,..., p-1] equals the number p. With this
respect a suitable hash-function h may be given by h(j)
= 1 + mod(j, p), since the first sub-engine of the two or
more sub-engines may be numbered with the number 1.
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Preferably, the number p is smaller than or equal to the
number N, since otherwise the modulo-p function can
map an integer j’ to a number k’ which is larger than the
number of the two or more sub-engines N and thereby
the number k’ would be not suitable as a hash-tag indi-
cating directly a sub-engine for the further processing of
the data packet.
[0026] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the hash-function is adapted to map the filtered
information to a number k. The number k is an element
of the interval [m,..., M] of natural numbers. The natural
number m is a minimum value. Preferably, the minimum
value m = 1. M is a maximum value with M < N or M =
N, wherein N is the number of the two or more sub-en-
gines. In particular, it is possible that the minimum
number m and the maximum number M are the minimum
number and the maximum, respectively, of the numbers
in the interval [m,..., M].
[0027] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the hash-function is arranged in such a way that
all values of the hash-function are equally distributed be-
tween a minimum value and a maximum value of the
hash-function. Thereby, it is possible to load balance the
usage of the two or more sub-engines.
[0028] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the control unit is adapted to apply more than
one filter operation for successive application to the
header in order to generate thereby the filtered informa-
tion. The successive application of more than one, pref-
erably simple, filter operation can provide an improved
execution time of the control unit for generating the fil-
tered operation. The successive application of more than
one filter operation can be replaced by a single, prefer-
ably complex, filter operation. The wording simple means
with this respect that the filter operation is realizable with
a reduced amount of software and/or hardware effort,
whereas the wording complex means with this respect
that the filter operation is realizable with a large amount
of software and/or hardware effort. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that successive application of more than one simple
filter operation provides a smaller execution time of the
control unit for generating the filtered operation than the
usage of one complex filter operation which is equivalent
to the more than one simple filter operation.
[0029] It is in particular possible to measure or to de-
termine the amount of software and/or hardware effort
of a function, e.g. the hash-function, the filter operation,
a tag-switch and/or a switching operation, like the switch-
ing of the data packet, by measuring a respective exe-
cution time of the function. A large amount of software
and/or hardware effort of a function corresponds to re-
spective large execution time of the function, which is
larger than an execution time of another function. In this
case an amount of software and/or hardware effort of the
other function corresponds to respective shorter execu-
tion time of the other function than that of the function
and the amount of software and/or hardware effort of the
other function is a reduced amount of software and/or

hardware effort. For instance, in case that the amount of
software and/or hardware effort of a function, e.g. the
hash-function, the filter operation, a tag-switch and/or a
switching operation, like the switching of the data packet,
has been determined in advance, it is possible to optimize
and/or improve scalability and/or data packet throughput
or bandwidth of the switching device.
[0030] Preferably, in case that more than one filter op-
eration for successive application to the header in order
to generate the filtered information are applied by the
control unit, the control unit is adapted to generate one
or more elements of the filtered information. It is possible
that for each of the more than one filter operation a re-
spective element of the filtered information is generated.
The control unit is adapted to apply one or more inter-
mediate hash-functions to one or more of the elements
of the filtered information or to each of the elements of
the filtered information. Thereby, the result of these one
or more intermediate hash-functions can be also regard-
ed as the generated filtered information or as part of the
generated filtered information. The hash-function is then
applied to the generated filtered information and/or to the
part of the generated filtered information. The one or
more intermediate hash-functions can be similar to the
hash-function. Preferably, the one or more intermediate
hash-functions are modulo-p functions and/or can have
the same or similar characteristics as the hash-function.
The characteristics of the hash-function have been pre-
vious described. The one or more intermediate hash-
functions can be also understood as a functionality of the
more than one filter operation and/or the filter operation.
It is also possible, that the one or more intermediate hash-
functions are CRC-functions.
[0031] Preferably, in cases the number of sub-engines
shall be exactly matched by a Hashing method, which is
realized by the hash-function, and load balancing, be-
tween two or more, preferably all, of the sub-engines shall
be performed in a way that it can be externally controlled,
a hash-table is preferably inserted between the calcula-
tion of the hash-tag and addressing of the sub-engines.
The hash-tag can be the entering or the exiting data of
the table depending on the embodiment of the invention.
If the result of the hash-function is used as tag and there-
fore the entering data, e.g. a search key or index, of the
table, the hash-table can be realized directly by a switch-
ing table with the sub-engine assigned to one or more
tags. Such an embodiment is preferred, in cases where
a number of different data traffic flows T associated with
the data packets is larger than the number of the sub-
engines N, and further a modulo-p function as hash-func-
tion is used, wherein T > p > N or T >> p >> N.
[0032] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the switching device comprises a tag-switch. The
tag-switch switches the data packet to the sub-engine
according to the tagged-header. Preferably, the tag-
switch is a functionality of the control-unit and/or a further
entity or device of the switching device. The functionality
of the tag-switch can be realized in part or completely by
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software means and/or hardware means.
[0033] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the switching device removes the header-tag
from the tagged-header. Preferably, a tag-switch re-
moves the header-tag from the tagged-header. Thereby,
the original header is provided prior switching the data
packet to the sub-engine according to the tagged-header.
Furthermore, there can be no requirement of adaptation
of the two or more sub-engines for the further processing
of data packets comprising a tagged-header instead of
the header.
[0034] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention each of the control unit and/or the two or more
sub-engines comprises at least one central processing
unit. It is possible that the control unit and/or a sub-engine
of the two or more sub-engines comprises one or more
further devices of the group of memory, cache memory,
communication means, and input/output unit.
[0035] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the control unit provides the hash-function and/or
the at least one filter operation by hardware means.
[0036] Preferably, one or more entities of the group
control-unit, hash-function, at least one filter operation,
one or more sub-engines of the two or more sub-engines,
and tag-switch are provided by software means and/or
hardware means. The tag-switch switches the data pack-
et to the sub-engine according to the tagged-header.
[0037] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the control-unit and/or one or more of the sub-
engines are interconnected by means of a communica-
tion bus. For instance, the control-unit and/or one or more
sub-engines of the two or more sub-engines are inter-
connected by means of one or more technologies of the
group of Ethernet, InfiniBand, wireless network technol-
ogies, and network technologies based on optical fiber.
Preferably, a communication bus interconnecting the
control-unit and/or one or more sub-engines of the two
or more sub-engines is a serial bus or a parallel bus. The
swiching device can comprise communication means. It
is possible that the communication means are or com-
prise one or more interfaces which are preferably high
speed interfaces. The communication bus can provide a
high bandwidth which can be of at least 10 Gbit/s. In
particular, it is possible that each of the one or more in-
terfaces provides a high bandwidth which can be of at
least 10 Gbit/s. Preferably, the communication bus can
provide of a least 1 or 10 Tbit/s in order to provide a
sufficiently large bandwidth to carry an aggregated traffic
of the data packets handled by means of the communi-
cation means comprising the one or more interfaces.
[0038] Preferably, the two or more sub-engines are
provided and/or comprised by a parallel processing unit,
in particular a massive parallel processing unit.
[0039] It is possible that at least two entities of the
group control unit, communication means, data base,
and parallel processing unit comprising the two or more
sub-engines are interconnected with each other via a first
communication bus. Preferably, the communication

means comprises at least one interface. Furthermore, a
second communication bus can interconnect at least two
or each of the two or more sub-engines with each other.
It is possible that the first communication bus is intercon-
nected with the second communication bus. As de-
scribed above, preferred technologies, which may be
used for realizing the first communication bus and/or the
second communication bus are one or more technologies
of the group of Ethernet, InfiniBand, wireless network
technologies, and network technologies based on optical
fiber.
[0040] Preferably, the hash-tag is inserted in the head-
er as a MPLS tag and/or as a VLAN tag. It is also possible
that the hash-tag is inserted in a MPLS tag and/or in a
VLAN tag of the header of the data packet.
[0041] The control unit can also provide the function-
ality of a sub-engine. Thereby, it is possible that the con-
trol unit can act as sub-engine for the further processing
of the data packet.
[0042] Summarizing a main idea of the present inven-
tion is as follows: Embodiments in accordance with the
present invention are also applicable using massive par-
allel architectures - as said in the above - preferably com-
prising ten thousand to hundred thousands of sub-en-
gines, e.g. for switching and/or routing. In case of using
the method of processing a plurality of data packets scal-
ing can be improved. The method only scales better if
not only the load is shared amongst the individual cores,
i.e. the sub-engines, but also the complexity. Shifting the
task, i.e. the processing, to a unit that performs per flow
tagging, i.e. tagging of the data packet flows, does solve
only sub-optimally the problem because all the complex-
ity is shifted to the tagging device. However, the embod-
iments according to the present invention solve this di-
lemma by a basically two step approach: In a first, the
relevant bits of one or more headers or header elements
are filtered-out. A hash, i.e. a hash-tag, from this infor-
mation is generated corresponding to the number of
cores or sub-engines the overall load shall be distribute
upon. The hash-tag is used as label and is inserted into
the data packet. In a second step the data packet is
switched to the core or the sub-engine, respectively ad-
dressed by the hash-tag for the further processing, e.g.
a final routing and/or switching decision.
[0043] Embodiments of the present invention provide
improved scalability. Hashing is or the hash-function pro-
vides, respectively a "dumb" algorithm operating agnos-
tic on the bits filtered and generated an output which is
similar to pseudo random numbers. If the bits the hashing
algorithm operates on are chosen well, e.g. by avoiding
TTL (TTL = Time To Live) or sequence number fields,
and only using information which is static per flow, in
particular data traffic flow, and/or connection all data
packets belonging to a flow and/or connection, respec-
tively can be passed to the same core, i.e. sub-engine.
Hashing operates on the filtered information, in particular
filtered header information, and considers therefore only
"where to look", and not "what is the information inside
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the data packet". Therefore, the core, i.e. the sub-engine,
addressed by the hash-tag can deal only with a limited
subset of all flows, in particular data traffic flows. Cas-
cading by using different filter-rules per cascade or filter
operations can lead to protocol or service specific distri-
bution of data packets to individual cores, i.e. sub-en-
gines, without having detailed knowledge of the protocols
dispatched. The cores or sub-engines in return then can
focus on dedicated jobs. If a VLAN tag as location of
insertion of the hash-tag is used, the fan-out can reach
up to 1:4096 cores or sub-engines - since 12 bits can
used for inserting the hash-tag, which corresponds to the
scale of massive parallel processors available for com-
puting. An MPLS label will offer a fan-out of 1: 1048576
cores or sub-engines, since 20 bits can be used for in-
serting the hash-tag.
[0044] These as well as further features and advan-
tages of the invention will be better appreciated by read-
ing the following detailed description of presently pre-
ferred exemplary embodiments taken in conjunction with
accompanying drawings of:

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a preferred embodiment
of the switching device.

Figure 2 shows a flow chart of a preferred embodi-
ment of the method of processing a plurality
of data packets.

[0045] Figure 1 shows a diagram of a preferred em-
bodiment of the switching device 1. The switching device
1 comprises entities as follows: a parallel processing unit
2, a communication means 3, a first communication bus
5, a database 6 and a control unit 7. These entities can
be provided within a single housing (not shown) or can
be provided by one or more sub-devices which comprise
each one or more of these sub-devices (not shown). Pref-
erably, the first communication bus 5 is a serial bus or a
parallel bus providing a high bandwidth, e.g. of at least
10 Gbit/s. The switching device 1 is an entity of a packet
switched communication network (not shown). The pack-
et switched communication network can be a core com-
munication network, an edge and/or access communi-
cation network, a telecommunication network, a wire
based communication network, a wireless communica-
tion network, and/or a power line communication net-
work.
[0046] It is possible, that the switching device 1 com-
prises a further communication bus, such that the first
communication bus 5 and the further communication bus
provide two communication paths, wherein one of these
two communication buses transports the data packets
between N sub-engines 21,..., 29 of the parallel process-
ing unit 2 and wherein the other of these two communi-
cation buses transports system control data, and/or data
associated with data packets which can be provided by
the data base 6. Thereby the other of these two commu-
nication buses can act as control bus, wherein the first

communication bus 5 is designated to the switching
and/or processing of the data packets
[0047] The parallel processing unit 2 comprises N sub-
engines 21,..., 29. Preferably, N is at least 256. The N
sub-engines 21,..., 29 are labeled sequentially with the
numbers 1,..., N. The N sub-engines 21,..., 29 are inter-
connected by a second communication bus 51. Prefer-
ably, the second communication bus 51 is a serial bus
or a parallel bus providing a high bandwidth, e.g. of at
least 10 Gbit/s. Each sub-engine of the N sub-engines
21,..., 29 provides at least a central processing unit, a
memory, a cache memory, and a communication means
for communicating via the second communication bus
51, and preferably via the first communication bus 5. Fur-
thermore, each sub-engine of the N sub-engines 21,...,
29 is adapted to perform the switching of data packets.
In particular, each sub-engine of the N sub-engines 21,...,
29 can be adapted to perform a Deep Packet Inspection
of a data packet, and/or evaluate and manipulate a head-
er of a data packet. Preferably, the parallel processing
unit 2 is parallel processor, wherein one or more process-
ing cores of the parallel processor provide the N sub-
engines 21,..., 29.
[0048] The communication means 3 comprises at least
one interface 31,..., 35. For instance, the communication
means comprises 48 interfaces which can act as ports.
The communication means 3 provides at least the func-
tionality and a respective protocol and protocol stack for
communicating according to at least OSI layer 2 or 3 (OSI
= Open System Interconnection Reference Model). Each
of the interface 31,..., 35 provides a high bandwidth, e.g.
of at least 1 Gbit/s.
[0049] The first communication bus 5 interconnects
the parallel processing unit 2, the communication means
3, the data base 6 and the control unit 7 with each other.
The parallel processing unit 2 is interconnected with the
first communication bus 5 by means of the second com-
munication bus 51.
[0050] The data base 6 holds data associated with the
switching of a plurality of data packets. Preferably, the
data base 6 comprises a central processing unit, storage
means, like one or more hard disks or solid state disks,
and communication means for communicating via the
first communication bus 5. The data held by the database
6 can comprise additional data providing state informa-
tion of data traffic flows, e.g. of real-time service or com-
munication session information, which is usable for
switching the plurality of data packets. The data traffic
flows are associated with data packets of the plurality of
data packets. For instance, the data traffic flows are as-
sociated with Voice over IP sessions, IP conferencing
sessions, IP gaming sessions, and/or standard IP ses-
sions, like RTP sessions, SIP sessions, FTP session,
SSH sessions, HTTP and/or HTTPS sessions, SMTP
etc. (RTP = Real-time Transfer Protocol, SIP = Session
Initiation Protocol, FTP = File Transfer Protocol, SSH =
Secure Shell, HTTP = Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol, HT-
TPS = HTTP Secure, SMTP = Simple Mail Transfer Pro-
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tocol).
[0051] The control unit 7 comprises at least a central
processing unit, a memory, a cache memory, and com-
munication means for communicating via the first com-
munication bus 5. The control unit 7 is adapted to receive
a data packet comprising a header via its communication
means 3. The control unit 7 is adapted to apply at least
one filter operation to the header. Thereby it is possible
to generate filtered information. The control unit 7 is also
adapted to map the filtered information on a hash-tag.
The mapping is executed according to a hash-function.
The control unit 7 is adapted to provide a tagged-header.
The tagged-header can be the original header, wherein
the hash-tag has been inserted in the header by the con-
trol unit 7 and thereby forming the tagged header. For
instance, in cases where the header of the data packet
comprises a MPLS tag and/or a VLAN tag, the hash-tag
can be inserted in this MPLS tag and/or a VLAN tag,
respectively. In such a case the header and the tagged-
header have the same bit-length. However, it is also pos-
sible that the hash-tag is inserted in the header by adding
it to the header. In this case the tagged-header has a bit-
length which is at least as long as the sum of the bit-
length of the header and the bit-length of the hash-tag.
In any case the control unit 7 is adapted to insert the
hash-tag in the header of the data packet. Furthermore,
the control unit 7 is adapted to send the data packet to
a sub-engine 24 of the N sub-engines 21,..., 29 according
to the tagged-header for further processing of the data
packet.
[0052] It is possible, that the hash-tag is inserted be-
tween an Ethernet-header and an IP-header, between
an IP-tunnel header and the IP-header, or in an MPLS-
tag above the the IP-header.
[0053] Figure 2 shows a flow chart of a preferred em-
bodiment of the method of processing a plurality of data
packets in a packet switched communication network. A
preferred embodiment of the method of processing a plu-
rality of data packets is in the following described by
means of Figure 2 as follows:
[0054] The control unit 7 provides a filter operation 50
for filtering information from the header 10 of a data pack-
et. The filter operation 50 can be divided into one or more
sub-filter operations, which are also filter operations, for
successive application to the header 10 in order to gen-
erate thereby filtered information 100. Preferably, the
header 10 of the data packet comprises one or more bits
for storing one or more information elements associated
with the data packet. The filter operation 50 filters can
select bits and/or sequences of bits 20 from the header
10 and generates thereby header fragments 10a. The
filter operation 50 generates the filtered information 100
based on the header fragments 10a.
[0055] The filtered information 100 is arranged in a
five-tuple comprising an IP source address, an IP desti-
nation address, an IP source port, an IP destination port,
and a type of transport protocol. Thereby, the filtered in-
formation 100 can be used to associate data packets to

respective data traffic flows. In the following the filtered
information 100 can be denoted by j. The filter operation
50 can also be adapted to filter an identifier indicating an
association of the data packet to a data traffic flow of one
or more data traffic flows associated with the plurality of
data packets. The five-tuple can be interpreted as such
an identifier.
[0056] It is also possible, that one or more information
elements selected from the group DSCP, a protocol field
of the IP-header, a TCP port, a UDP port, a type of Eth-
ernet, an MPLS tag, VLAN tag, data of the payload of
the data packet is used as filtered information (TCP =
Transmission Control Protocol, UDP = User Datagram
Protocol). If Hashing and tag-switching is performed in
the payload area of the packets, preferably, one or more
sub-engines test and/or check the data packets against
computer malware signatures, in particular virus signa-
tures, or characteristics of computer crimes, like Denial
of Service attacks.
[0057] The control unit 7 provides a hash-function 300
for mapping the filtered information 100 comprising said
identifier to a number k with k being an element of the
interval [m,..., M] of natural numbers. The natural number
m is a minimum value and the natural number M is a
maximum value of the interval [m,..., M]. For instance,
the switching device comprises N = 256 sub-engines
21,..., 29. In the following it is assumed that for some
reason a hash function which comprises a modulo-p
function with p = 256 is not desired, but p being a prime
number. However, in general a modulo-p function with p
= 256 would be a preferred hash-function.
[0058] There are two closest prime numbers p1 = 251
and p2 = 257. The prime number p1 = 251 is the next
smaller prime number to N = 256, i.e. the number of sub-
engines 21,..., 29.
[0059] In the case that the control unit 7 is not able to
act as a sub-engine then p1 = 251 can be used to define
a hash-function 300. The hash-function 300 is a modulo-
p function h1(j) = 1 + mod(j,p1) = k. Consequently, m =
1 and M = 251. In this case, the cardinality of the interval
[m,..., M] equals p1.
[0060] In another case the control unit 7 is able to act
as a sub-engine then p2 = 257 can be used to define a
hash-function 300. The hash-function 300 is a modulo-p
function h2(j) = mod(j,p2) = k. Thereby, in practice, N +
1 sub-engines are available. The prime number p2 is the
next smaller prime number to N+1, which is in that case
identical to N+1 by definition. Consequently, m = 0 and
M = 256. In cases where h2(j) = 0, i.e. k = 0, the control
unit 7 performs the further processing of the data packet.
In this case, the cardinality of the interval [m,..., M] equals
p2.
[0061] In both cases, all values k of the hash-function
300 are equally distributed between a minimum value m
and a maximum value M of the hash-function 300, since
the hash-function is in both case practically a modulo-p
function. This equal distribution of the values k of the
hash-function 300 can provide a load balance of loads
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of the sub-engines 21,..., 29 during the further processing
of the data packets.
[0062] It is also possible, in case that the control unit
7 is not able to act as a sub-engine then p2 = 257 can be
used to define a hash-function 300. However, in this case,
a modulo-p function h3(j) = 1 + mod(j,p2) = k maps j to k
in the interval [1, ..., 257]. In order that data packets as-
sociated with a hash-tag, which is larger than the number
of N of the sub-engines 21,..., 29, are processed these
data packets have to be directed to one or more of the
sub-engines 21,..., 29 for the further processing, e.g. the
sub-engine with number 1. In particular, it is possible, to
associate more than one hash-tags with one sub-engine.
Thereby, it can be guaranteed that all data packets are
processed, however an equal distribution of the values
k of the hash-function 300 may not be provided to load
balance the loads of the sub-engines 21,..., 29 during the
further processing of the data packets.
[0063] Furthermore, alternatively, the parallel
processing unit 2 provides one or more processing cores
within a multiprocessor architecture. The parallel
processing unit 2 can provide the two or more sub-en-
gines 21,..., 29 as virtual sub-engines, e.g. N = 256 virtual
sub-engines. Using virtual sub-engines enables that the
number of the virtual sub-engines can be exactly adapted
to the hash-function 300 which is preferably a modulo-p
function. An optimal choice for a prime number p deter-
mining the hash-function 300 can be the next prime
number p’ to the number of available processing cores.
However, it is possible that the next prime number p’ to
the number of available processing cores is larger than
the number of available processing cores. In this case a
hash-function h’(j, p’) = mod(j, p’) = k’ with k’ in the interval
[0,..., p’-1] can map a j to a k’ which cannot be associated
with a processing core. By means of virtualization of the
sub-engines, it is possible that the available processing
cores provide exactly p’ virtual sub-engines 21,... , 29
allowing an optimal use of the parallel processing unit 2.
[0064] In the above example the number p1 and/or
number p2 can be replaced with a natural number which
is not a prime number.
[0065] Preferably, in case that more than one filter op-
eration for successive application to the header in order
to generate the filtered information 100 are applied by
the control unit 7, the control unit 7 is adapted to generate
one or more elements, e.g. bits and/or sequences of bits
20, of the filtered information 100. It is possible that for
each of the more than one filter operation a respective
element of the filtered information is generated. The con-
trol unit 7 is adapted to apply one or more intermediate
hash-functions to one or more of the elements of the fil-
tered information or to each of the elements of the filtered
information. Thereby, the result of these one or more
intermediate hash-functions can be regarded as the gen-
erated filtered information or as part of the generated
filtered information 100. The hash-function 300 is then
applied to the generated filtered information 100 and/or
to the part of the generated filtered information. It is pos-

sible that the hash-function 300 comprises more than
one modulo-p calculation, like modulo-p summation
and/or modulo-p multiplication, wherein p is preferably a
prime number, because otherwise an equal distributed
and/or complete mapping of all, preferably p, values of
the hash-function 300 to the two or more sub-engines
21,..., 29 can not be guaranteed. The hash-function 300
can comprise explicitly or implicitly the more than one
modulo-p calculation. The wording explicitly means with
this respect that this more than one modulo-p calculation
is only provided by the hash-function 300, whereas the
wording implicitly means with this respect that this more
than one modulo-p calculation is provided by the hash-
function 300 and/or by the one or more intermediate
hash-functions.
[0066] It is also possible that more than one processing
core is used to provide a sub-engine, which is a virtual
sub-engine, by means of virtualization. Thereby, virtual-
ization can allow the usage of arbitrarily chosen hash-
functions. Furthermore, it is possible to choose arbitrarily
the number of the two or more sub-engines, wherein the
sub-engines are virtual sub-engines.
[0067] Furthermore, the cardinality of the interval
[m,..., M] can be larger than or equal to the number of
one or more data traffic flows for sending data packets
associated with a different data traffic flows of the plurality
of data packets to different sub-engines of the N = 256
sub-engines 21,..., 29 in accordance with the tagged-
header 11. Thereby, it is possible to implicitly assign data
packets associated with the same data traffic flow to the
same sub-engine of the N = 256 sub-engines 21,..., 29.
[0068] Turning now to the method in more detail: The
method is performed further exemplarily as follows:
[0069] The control unit 7 receives a data packet com-
prising the header 10 of a communication packet ex-
changed via the communication network. The control unit
7 applies the filter operation 50 to the header 10 and
generates thereby the filtered information 100 as previ-
ously described. The control unit 7 maps the filtered in-
formation 100 on the hash-tag 30 according to the hash-
function 300. It is in particular possible, that the control
unit 7 provides the hash-function 300 and/or the at least
one filter operation 50 by hardware means. The control
unit 7 provides the tagged-header 11 by means of insert-
ing the hash-tag 30 in the header 10 of the data packet.
The control unit 7 sends the data packet to a sub-engine
24 of the N = 256 sub-engines 21,..., 29 according to the
tagged-header 11 for further processing of the data pack-
et by means of a tag-switch 40. The tag-switch 40 switch-
es the data packet to the sub-engine 24 according to the
tagged-header 11. The switching device 1 comprises the
tag-switch 40. The tag-switch 40 removes the header-
tag 30 from the tagged-header 11 and thereby the original
the header 10 is provided prior switching the data packet
to the sub-engine 24 according to the tagged-header 11.
The sub-engine 24 receives the data packet from the
control unit 7 for the further processing of the received
data packet. The sub-engine 24 accesses the data base
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6 holding data associated with the received data packet
and/or the hash-tag 30 for the further processing of the
received data packet in case a memory of the sub-engine
24 is not holding the data associated with the received
data packet and/or the hash-tag 30. The sub-engine 24
extracts the hash-tag 30 from the tagged-header 11. The
sub-engine 24 processes the received data packet by
using the header 10, the data associated with the re-
ceived data packet and/or the hash-tag 30, and/or a pay-
load of the received data packet. Alternatively, it is pos-
sible that the tag-switch does not remove the header-tag
30 from the tagged-header. In such a case, a numerical
number k, which is preferably the header-tag 30, allows
that the sub-engine 24 can check if the sub-engine 24 is
designated for the further processing of the received data
packet and may thereby in an affirmative case further
process the received data packet.

Claims

1. Method of processing a plurality of data packets in
a packet switched communication network compris-
ing at least one switching device (1), wherein the
method comprises the steps of:

receiving, by a control unit (7) of the at least one
switching device (1), a data packet comprising
a header (10) of a communication packet ex-
changed via the communication network,
applying, by the control unit (7), at least one filter
operation (50) to the header (10) and generating
thereby filtered information (100), mapping, by
the control unit (7), the filtered information (100)
on a hash-tag (30) according to a hash-function
(300),
providing, by the control unit (7), a tagged-head-
er (11) by means of inserting the hash-tag (30)
in the header (10) of the data packet, and
sending, by the control unit (7), the data packet
to a sub-engine (24) of two or more sub-engines
(21,..., 29) of the switching device (1) according
to the tagged-header (11) for further processing
of the data packet.

2. The method according to claim 1,
wherein at least one filter operation (50) filters-out
an identifier indicating an association of the data
packet to a data traffic flow of one or more data traffic
flows associated with the plurality of data packets,
and the hash-function (300) maps the filtered infor-
mation (100) comprising said identifier to a number
k with k being an element of the interval [m,... , M]
of natural numbers, m being a minimum value pref-
erably with m = 1, M being a maximum value with M
< N or M = N, N being the number of the two or more
sub-engines (21,..., 29) and, preferably, the cardi-
nality of the interval [m,..., M] being larger than or

equal to the number of one or more data traffic flows
in order to send data packets associated with a dif-
ferent data traffic flows of the plurality of data packets
to different sub-engines of the two or more sub-en-
gines (21,..., 29) in accordance with the tagged-
header (11).

3. The method according to claim 1,
wherein the method comprises the steps of:

receiving, by the sub-engine (24), the data pack-
et from the control unit (7) for the further process-
ing of the received data packet, accessing, by
the sub-engine (24), a data base (6) holding data
associated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag (30) for the further processing of
the received data packet in case a memory of
the sub-engine (24) is not holding the data as-
sociated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag (30), and
processing, by the sub-engine (24), the received
data packet by using the header (10), the data
associated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag (30), and/or a payload of the re-
ceived data packet.

4. The method according to claim 1,
wherein the method comprises the steps of:

receiving, by the sub-engine (24), the data pack-
et from the control unit (7) for the further process-
ing of the received data packet,
extracting, by the sub-engine (24), from the
tagged-header (11) the hash-tag (30), and
processing, by the sub-engine (24), the received
data packet if the hash-tag (30) indicates, pref-
erably by a numerical number, that the sub-en-
gine (24) is designated for the further processing
of the received data packet.

5. Switching device (1) for switching communication
packets in a packet switched communication net-
work, wherein the switching device (1) comprises
two or more sub-engines (21,..., 29) and a control
unit (7) and wherein the control unit (7) is adapted
to receive a data packet comprising a header (10)
of one of the communication packets exchanged via
the communication network, apply at least one filter
operation (50) to the header (10) and generate there-
by filtered information (100), map the filtered infor-
mation (100) on a hash-tag (30) according to a hash-
function (300), provide a tagged-header (11) by
means of inserting the hash-tag (30) in the header
(10) of the data packet, and send the data packet to
a sub-engine (24) of the two or more sub-engines
(21,..., 29) according to the tagged-header (11) for
further processing of the data packet.
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6. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the filtered information (100) comprises one
or more information elements selected from the
group Internet Protocol source address, Internet
Protocol destination address, Internet Protocol
source port, Internet Protocol destination port, type
of transport protocol, and Type of Service Bits, or
wherein the filtered information (100) is arranged in
a five-tuple comprising an Internet Protocol source
address, an Internet Protocol destination address,
an Internet Protocol source port, an Internet Protocol
destination port, and a Type of Service Bits.

7. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the hash-function (300) comprises a mod-
ulo-p function, p < N or p = N with N being the number
of the two or more sub-engines (21,... , 29), prefer-
ably p being a prime number and/or p being the next
smaller prime number to N.

8. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the hash-function (300) is adapted to map
the filtered information (100) to a number k with k
being an element of the interval [m,..., M] of natural
numbers, m being a minimum value preferably with
m = 1, M being a maximum value with M < N or M =
N and N being the number of the two or more sub-
engines (21,..., 29).

9. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the hash-function (300) is arranged in such
a way that all values of the hash-function (300) are
equally distributed between a minimum value and a
maximum value of the hash-function (300).

10. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the control unit (7) is adapted to apply more
than one filter operation (50) for successive applica-
tion to the header (10) in order to generate thereby
the filtered information (100).

11. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the switching device (1) comprises a tag-
switch (40) which switches the data packet to the
sub-engine (24) according to the tagged-header
(11).

12. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the switching device (1), preferably by
means of a tag-switch (40), removes the header-tag
(30) from the tagged-header (11) and thereby pro-
viding the original the header (10) prior switching the
data packet to the sub-engine (24) according to the
tagged-header (11).

13. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein each of the control unit (7) and/or the two
or more sub-engines (21,..., 29) comprises at least

one central processing unit.

14. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the control unit (7) provides the hash-func-
tion (300) and/or the at least one filter operation (50)
by hardware means.

15. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the control-unit (7) and/or one or more of
the sub-engines (21,..., 29) are interconnected by
means of a communication bus (5, 51) and each of
the sub-engines (21,..., 29) is adapted to process a
data packet received via the communication bus (5,
51) if the hash-tag (10) indicates that the sub-engine
(24) is designated for the further processing of the
received data packet.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. Method of processing a plurality of data packets
in a packet switched communication network com-
prising at least one switching device (1), wherein the
method comprises the steps of:

receiving, by a control unit (7) of the at least one
switching device (1) comprising a tag-switch
(40) being a functionality of the control unit (7),
a data packet comprising a header (10) of a com-
munication packet exchanged via the commu-
nication network,
applying, by the control unit (7), at least one filter
operation (50) to the header (10) and generating
thereby filtered information (100), mapping, by
the control unit (7), the filtered information (100)
on a hash-tag (30) according to a hash-function
(300),
providing, by the control unit (7), a tagged-head-
er (11) by means of inserting the hash-tag (30)
in the header (10) of the data packet, and
sending, by the control unit (7), the data packet
to a sub-engine (24) of two or more sub-engines
(21,..., 29) of the switching device (1) according
to the tagged-header (11) for further processing
of the data packet, wherein the tag-switch (40)
switches the data packet to the sub-engine (24)
according to the tagged-header (11).

2. The method according to claim 1,
wherein at least one filter operation (50) filters-out
an identifier indicating an association of the data
packet to a data traffic flow of one or more data traffic
flows associated with the plurality of data packets,
and the hash-function (300) maps the filtered infor-
mation (100) comprising said identifier to a number
k with k being an element of the interval [m,..., M] of
natural numbers, m being a minimum value prefer-
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ably with m = 1, M being a maximum value with M <
N or M = N, N being the number of the two or more
sub-engines (21,..., 29) and, preferably, the cardi-
nality of the interval [m,..., M] being larger than or
equal to the number of one or more data traffic flows
in order to send data packets associated with a dif-
ferent data traffic flows of the plurality of data packets
to different sub-engines of the two or more sub-en-
gines (21,..., 29) in accordance with the tagged-
header (11).

3. The method according to claim 1,
wherein the method comprises the steps of:

receiving, by the sub-engine (24), the data pack-
et from the control unit (7) for the further process-
ing of the received data packet, accessing, by
the sub-engine (24), a data base (6) holding data
associated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag (30) for the further processing of
the received data packet in case a memory of
the sub-engine (24) is not holding the data as-
sociated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag (30), and
processing, by the sub-engine (24), the received
data packet by using the header (10), the data
associated with the received data packet and/or
the hash-tag (30), and/or a payload of the re-
ceived data packet.

4. The method according to claim 1,
wherein the method comprises the steps of:

receiving, by the sub-engine (24), the data pack-
et from the control unit (7) for the further process-
ing of the received data packet,
extracting, by the sub-engine (24), from the
tagged-header (11) the hash-tag (30), and
processing, by the sub-engine (24), the received
data packet if the hash-tag (30) indicates, pref-
erably by a numerical number, that the sub-en-
gine (24) is designated for the further processing
of the received data packet.

5. Switching device (1) for switching communication
packets in a packet switched communication net-
work, wherein the switching device (1) comprises
two or more sub-engines (21,..., 29) and a control
unit (7) with a tag-switch (40), wherein the tag-switch
(40) is a functionality of the control unit (7), and
wherein the control unit (7) is adapted to receive a
data packet comprising a header (10) of one of the
communication packets exchanged via the commu-
nication network, apply at least one filter operation
(50) to the header (10) and generate thereby filtered
information (100), map the filtered information (100)
on a hash-tag (30) according to a hash-function
(300), provide a tagged-header (11) by means of in-

serting the hash-tag (30) in the header (10) of the
data packet, and send the data packet to a sub-en-
gine (24) of the two or more sub-engines (21,..., 29)
according to the tagged-header (11) for further
processing of the data packet, wherein the tag-
switch (40) switches the data packet to the sub-en-
gine (24) according to the tagged-header (11).

6. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the filtered information (100) comprises one
or more information elements selected from the
group Internet Protocol source address, Internet
Protocol destination address, Internet Protocol
source port, Internet Protocol destination port, type
of transport protocol, and Type of Service Bits, or
wherein the filtered information (100) is arranged in
a five-tuple comprising an Internet Protocol source
address, an Internet Protocol destination address,
an Internet Protocol source port, an Internet Protocol
destination port, and a Type of Service Bits.

7. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the hash-function (300) comprises a mod-
ulo-p function, p < N or p = N with N being the number
of the two or more sub-engines (21,..., 29), preferably
p being a prime number and/or p being the next
smaller prime number to N.

8. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the hash-function (300) is adapted to map
the filtered information (100) to a number k with k
being an element of the interval [m,..., M] of natural
numbers, m being a minimum value preferably with
m = 1, M being a maximum value with M < N or M =
N and N being the number of the two or more sub-
engines (21,..., 29).

9. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the hash-function (300) is arranged in such
a way that all values of the hash-function (300) are
equally distributed between a minimum value and a
maximum value of the hash-function (300).

10. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the control unit (7) is adapted to apply more
than one filter operation (50) for successive applica-
tion to the header (10) in order to generate thereby
the filtered information (100).

11. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the switching device (1), preferably by
means of a tag-switch (40), removes the header-tag
(30) from the tagged-header (11) and thereby pro-
viding the original the header (10) prior switching the
data packet to the sub-engine (24) according to the
tagged-header (11).

12. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
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wherein each of the control unit (7) and/or the two
or more sub-engines (21,..., 29) comprises at least
one central processing unit.

13. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the control unit (7) provides the hash-func-
tion (300) and/or the at least one filter operation (50)
by hardware means.

14. The switching device (1) according to claim 5,
wherein the control-unit (7) and/or one or more of
the sub-engines (21,..., 29) are interconnected by
means of a communication bus (5, 51) and each of
the sub-engines (21,..., 29) is adapted to process a
data packet received via the communication bus (5,
51) if the hash-tag (10) indicates that the sub-engine
(24) is designated for the further processing of the
received data packet.
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